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SYMPOSIUM IN OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION, MANPOWER, AND ECONOMIC CHANGE IN THE
UNITED STATES

Introduction

Problem

The edueal.looal problems included within this developmen:al project are extremely

broad in scope and almost congenitally resistant to attack except on a broad front.

The problems of occupational education, manpower, and economic change require action

programs within the educational system, research programs within the entire academic

commuzity, and the development of a conceptual framework for the interdisciplinary

catalytic functions of program development and the attachment of a sufficiently high

level of institutional priority to these problems to insure a highly competitive

claim on professional time.

The specific problems under attack in this project are as follows:

1. There is need to focus directly upon the community of educational research

and practice and, within this community, to develop an awareness of the

problems of occupational education, manpower, and economic growth. Social,

economic end cultural factors are presumed to be pivotal in solving prob-

lems of unemployment, the ma/distribution of affluence, and economic growth.

Education and training is the levelage applied to the solution f these

problems. Research and development is the prerequisite to defensible educa-

tional programs.

If problems of occupational education and research are to be solved, it is

important to win the attention of the community of educational research

and practice. This in itself a major problem. The recent availability

of large sums of money for research under various Federal programs (i.e.,

P.S. 89-10, :.S.F., NIH, etc.) can easily absorb the available supply of

i'lripatent racmarPhArA And 4t is neceseary therefore to uudertakc programs

to develop and sustain the interest of professional workers in the related

problems of occupational education, manpower, and economic change.
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2. The field of occupational education is undergoing a change in definition

as it applies to instructional programs in schools and in its relation-

ships to supporting institutions, professions, and disciplines. The

change in definition is necessarily a broadened ones Like the changes

that have taken place in the physical and natural sciences, the change

began with an element of crisis. In the case of occupational education,

it was associated with national efforts to achieve economic growth and

the discovery that the attendant problems may be social, psychological,

and cultural as well as economic.

The redefinition of the field of occupational education is a major rroblems

one requiring the developmental efforts of all agencies and institutions

engaged in education and research.

3. The developmental project described in this report deals also with the

general problems of strategy and priority in considering questions of

education, manpower, economic change, and the relationships among these

questions. The issue of the need for a strategy or the requirement of

high priority is not to be discussed here. These have been taken as

axiomatic or at least assumed to be so by merely recalling the massive

legislative programs enacted to stimulate a reorganization and reallocation

of resources to stimulate activity in the field.

The education problem involved here is, first to organize a body of knowl-

edge in the field of education, manpower, and economic change which will

command the respect of the most sophisticated leaders of educational re-

search and practice; second, to make this available through educational

institutions and agencies which have earned a position of prestige in the

academic community; and third, to regard this program as a beginning stage

of a process of alerting educational workers to the importance of action

programs in this field.

The general problem described here is one of providing leadership and direction fsr
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a series of educational que7.tions of vital concern to cducati.oael research and

practices The educational questions are not new but they have renewed importance

to national welfare and there are nev resources available for attacKng the prob-

lems. The symposium was a developmental effort which will assist in clarifying

the questions, illuminating some choices; and alerting the pdutationial enmitomity

to the importance of the problems.

Objectives

The objectives of the Symposium as a Devele,pmemtal Project were as follows:

1. To establish a competent forum for presenting issues and for provoking

inquiry on problems of occupational research as these relate to educa-

tion, ma wer, and economic change.

2. To exmmins the conceptual framework of fields of inquiry which may con-

tribute jointly and simultaneously to research problems involving educa-

tion, manpower, and economic change.

3. To idenfiKy specific problems which are barriers to translating knowledge

into behavior in occupational education, in manpower programs, and in

educational p'ograms designed to accelerate economic growth.

4. To focus interest on an important educational problem and to invite the

attention of educational researchers and educational practitioners to this

problem.

5. To prompt research projects and action programs in the various colleges

and universities in which Phi Delta Kappa has local chapters.
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Method

The project was administered by Phi Delta Kappa, a nonftofit corporation operating

exclusively in the field of education. Its legislative authority is the Biennial

Codncil. Its administrative board is constituted through an elected Board of

Directors. Executive and professional direction is provided by an Executive

Secretary and staff. Major program functions of the organization are developed

with the assistance of standing advisory committees or commissions. The advisory

body most directly related to this project is the following:

Education, MiumEtE, and Economic Growth

Dr. William McLure, Chairman, Bureau of Educational Research, University

of Illinois

Dr. R. L. Johns, Professor of School Admin., University of Florida

Mr. William Butler, Vice President, The Chase Manhattan Bank, New York

Dr. Eugene McLoone, Special:Istein:Research, Gorge-WaShington-University

Dr. Kenneth Beasley, Professor of Education, Northern Illinois University

M[1:. Leonard Silk, Editor, BusINgss WEEK, New York

Mr. Kenneth Deitch, Faculty of Econowics, Harvard University

Direct administrative responsibility rested with the project initiator, Dr. Maynard

Bemis, and complete operational reeponsibility was delegated to the co-investigators,

Dr. Bemis and Dr. DicLure. The edvisory committee performed an advisory role to both

the substantive and operational aspects of the project.

In accordance with the usual policy of the organization, advisery committee members

served without zai or honoraria.

The project relied on a symposium and it involved a unique pattern of symposium

organization. It was built upon a set of procedures already developed by Phi Delta

Kappa as an unusual success mechanism for the accomplishment of similar objectives.

The procedures Involved the following steps:

1. The acceptance of a general topical emphasis by the legislative body of

the organization. The legislative body is the Biennial Council, which
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includes 270 delegates representing a membership of about 66,000 active

members. (The organizational membership is highly selective. Ninety

per cent of the membership hold masters degrees, 29 per cent hold the

doctorate, 47 per cent occupy administrative positions and all have

impnrtant landarchip rn1cbc2,)

2. The symposium topic was accepted as an area of program action in local

chapter areas. Action programs are generated at the local level but the

symposium documentation is looked upon as a major resource for research

and study. ftv

3. The organization selected a competent advisory committee and a general

chairman to plan the symposium.

4. The advisory committee developed a detailed plan for the symposium. The

six major speakers and the papers they presented were as follows:

a. American Educatioa in the Future by Solon, T. Kimball, Department of

Anthropology, Teachers College, Columbia University.

b. The Attention to Social Detail in an Econamicllx_Rayelopelljsciety

by Fred L. Strodtbeck, Director, Social. Psychology Laboratory, The

University of Chicago.

c. The Kole of Goverment in Promotin Full Emalamat by Arthur Ross,

Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.

d. ggplawer Needs, National Goals, send Educational Policy in the 1970's

by Leonard A. Lecht, Director, National Goals,ProjeCti:National

Planning Association, Washington, D.C.

e. The Contribution of Education to Economic Develameat by Hector Correa,

Wayne State University.

f. Dimensions of the Present Era of TecjolcalChange by Gerhard CoIm,

Chief Economist, National Planning Association, Washington, D.C.

5. The advisory committee selected discussants to join the symposium. The

discussants were:
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Anne Mayhew Brown, University of Illinois

David S. Bushnell, U.S. Office of Education

William B. Cannon, Bureau of the Budget

Martin David, University of Wisconsin

Inhn Pnlgmr, AnmAmryw of Ce4an^e

John W. Lloyd, Northern Illinois University

Robert E. Taylor, Ohio State University

Jean Flanigan, National Education Association

Vladimer Stoikov, University of Illinois

Walter Daniel, Howard University

Amos J. Snider. University of Missouri

Raymond S. Klein, New York State Department of Labor

Iris Garfield, National Committee for Support of Public Schools

William P. McLure, University of Illinois

Kenneth L. Beasley, Northern Illinois University

Kenneth M. Deitch, Harvard University

Gordon I. Swanson, University of Minnesota

Arthur E. Arnesen, Salt Lake City Public Schools

Maynard Bemis, Phi Delta Kappa

Jules Harcourt, Phi Delta Kappa

6. A planning session was held in November, 1965, in Washington, D.C., involv-

ing the speakers, project director, investigator, and advisory committee

representatives. This meeting was devoted to the delineation of topics in

order to assure adequate integration of the symp;osium presentation for a

valuable publication The following attended this planning session: Solon

T. Kimball, Speaker; Hector Correa, Speaker, Fred L. Strodtbeck, Speaker,

Gerhard Colm, Speaker; (Arthur Ross was secured as a speaker after this

meeting); Gordon I. Swanson, Kenneth M. Deitch, and Eugene P. McLoone,

committee representativeo; William McLure, investigator; and Maynard Bemis,

project director.
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7. The seminar papers were exchanged among participants and made available

to discussants well in advance of the symposium. At the time of the

symposium, papers were presented and discussions held. The papers were

presented to assembled audiences, approximately 50 to 100 people in

attpndancp; and the dinengninnn vara npan nnly to ran -partiripantc and

discussants. The discussion was recorded by a court reporter.

8. The advisory committee met immediately following the symposium and made

a preliminary evaluation of the presentations and discussion. The com-

mittee appointed Dr. McLure and Dr. Stanley Elam, Editor of Phi Delta

Kappa publications, as editors of the ppblication to result from the

3ymposium. This publication is to consist of the major papers, the

discussion, and a summary chapter to be written by John Folger. It will

be made available through a commercial publisher; or, if this is not

feasible, Phi Delta Kappa guarantees to print and distribute 3000 copies

on a cost basis.

9. A formal evaluation session was held in June, 1966. This more detailed

evaluation was undertaken by the advisory committee.

10. Concurreatly with the development of the symposium the advisory committee

was developing The Economics of American Education - -A Bibliography. This

is an exhaustive bibliography categorized by topical areas covering all

material published in English which is devoted to any aspect of education,

manpower, and economic change. All members of the Phi Delta Kappa advisory

committee on Education, Manpower, and Economic Growth have contributed to

the development of this bibliography but the major compilers are Kenneth M.

Deitch, Economist, Harvard University, and Eugene P. McLoone, Specialist in

Research, George Washington University.

The symposium publication is in the process of being edited at the current time.

The bibliography is now being printed. The bibliography will be made available

quautity to Phi Delta Kappa chapter committees studying this problem, to chief
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state school officers, to superintendents of schools in urban conmunities, and to

deans and directors of universities and college programs for the preparation of

teachers and specialized personnel. The purpose of this distribution is twofold:

One, to provide a guide to the study of these related fields, and two, to develop

the understanding necessary to,a complete evaluation of symposium suggeStiOns fdr

adaptation and adoption by 1pcal schrol and teacher education programs and the

societies in governmental units which support them.
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Results

The Symposium

The participants and discussants :11 the symposium were scholars in anthropology,

economic3, education, government, and sociology. The dialogue presented at the

symposium was planned as %a initial step to generate ideas for research and prac-

tice through interaction of scholars from different fields. The authors of the

major papers and the other pardcipants have exemplified two fundamental require-

mants for such an taterchan3e. One is to present and interpret knowledge gained

from different sets of intellectual processes of inquiry as represented in various

disciplines. the other is t) point out the limits of knowledge.

Solon Kimball presented an anthropological approach to some of the philosophical,

pedagogical, and structural areas of change in education. His propositions wcre

provocative but constructive and are supported by evidence which is related to

anthropological patterns.

Fred Strodtbeck concentrated on subcultural groups in dealing with certain aspects

of learning and adaptation. His investigation revealed the influence or condition-

ing of environment (education) on the individual. This is a contrast, perhaps

suplementary and not contradictory, to Kimball's explanation of some phenomona

which have inherited (anthropological) effects.

Arthur M. Ross presented a pragmatic approach to problems of unemployment through

full utiliz4tion of education and other agencies of society.

Leonard Lecht introduced proceeures for estimating manpower demands in the economy.,

The other side of this problem, mainly estimating school needs to educate individuals

with the requisite capabilities, was not planned in the development of this symposium.

Another symposium could and perhaps should deal with this topic. (The Phi Delta Kappa

Commission on Education, ELnpower, and Economic Change is now planning such a sym-

posium.)

Hector Correa defended the assumptiGn on which he has constructed a theoretical

analysis of the contribution of education to economic development. In the
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discussion which followed his paper he was challenged to admit the existence of

alternative assumptions.

Gerhard Coim hailed the trend in planning as an essential, rational process in

estabh.shing priorities among functions of government. This process may be called

9Su---1cl A-a research." Ti.. is not a subs for judgment but d supriement. While

Colm's emphasis vae on the economics of national goals, he was also concerned wth

manpower. And manpower consists of human beings, for whom economic considerations

ate only one important value. This age of change is accompanied by an increased

goal-consciousness of t:e American. Colm thinks long-range planning will become

more sophisticated and more widPly acepptp4 than at present. Implications for

educational planning are only mentioned. These will have to wait for treatment

La depth elsewhere.

John K Folger has summarized the d!.scussions to point: up some of the implications

and hypothesis for research that came out of these papers in interactions. Be has

captured some of the thought that may provide an essential link for those who wish

to draw upon these materials.

If the discussions provoke members of the academic community and leaders in other

fields to consider new strategies and inquiry into many complex and unanswered

questions in education, efforts of the symposium would be morn than repaid.

The Bibliography

No such completecists anywhere in the literature today. Its prepara-

tion and dissemination are basic to a 37;;;;I;Eituation of the contribution re-

sulting from the symposium in occupational education, manpower, and economic change

in the United States. The bibliography will also provide a broader understanding

of the total research of the related fields represented by the symposium partici-

pants, both those who presented papers and those who served as discussants. The

bibliography will be approximately 64 pages in length, bound by saddle- stitching,

with an attractive cover. Six thousand copies of this publication are being printed

and will be distributed without cost, as indicated in the section on Method.



Conclusions, Im plications, and Recommendations

This portion of this final report will consist of a final chapter written for the

symposium publication by John K. Folger. In the chapter, Folger does an excellent

job of sammarizing the symposium and drawing conclusions and implications:

The Phi Delta Kappa Symposium had as its theme "the educational requirements of

the next decade in the light of economic, political, technological, and social

developments." To develop this broad and ambitious theme, papers were presented

by four economists, a cultural anthropologist, and a social psychologist. As

might be expected from the backgrounds of the uajor speakers and other seminar par-

tilipants, although the discussions ranged over a wide variety of topics; economic

charves and their influence on education were given more emphasis than social chmges,

and po:itical changes were hardly discussed at all.

The task of preparing a summary of the conference discussions was difficult for two

reasons. First, I wanted to organize the paper around one or two major ideas or

themes. This proved difficult because the six papers and subsequent discussion

ranged widely, and while they were related to each other, they lacked a central

focus. It was more a seminar of discovery than of conquest; the participants were

introduced to a variety of topics, but didn't linger over any pa7:t of the terrain.

Second, I wanted to discuss the implications of the seminar contributions to

educational planning and policy-making rather than simply provide a digest of

presentations and discussions. This idea also proved to be difficult because the

topic of educational planning itself is very complex and would form an appropriate

topic for another seminar.

This paper is best described as a selective summary of the c6nferencesproceedings,

oriented around two questions: first, what ideas from sociology anthropology, and

economics were presented to the symposium, and what do they tell us about the social

forces that will affect education in the next decade? Second, how can these

ideas be used by educators and others to plan needed changes in education? As a
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result of this approach some of the ideas and insights of the participants are

necessarily omitted and others are treated inadequately. Apology is made to the

other seminar participants for any violence done their ideas, and the reader is

warned to consult the remainder of this volume for the authentic texts

One set of ideas which has great pertinence for education was presented by

Mr. Kimball. He showed how the increasing urbanization, secularization, and spe-

cialization of work have affected individual values and culture in American mass

society, and at the same time have increased the importance of education as the

bridge between the private world of family and the mass society of work and

politics.

While schools have become more important as institutions because society depends

more on them as the route from family to the world of work, they have remained

largely community oriented, locally controlled, and, according to Mr. Kimball,

have not changed their organization sufficiently to make them prope7:ly res?onsive

tD changing conditions in the larger society. The lack of adaptiveness of the

organizational structure of the schools can be seen most clearly in our large

cities, but it exists in less obvious wcys in small towns too. These points are

developed in much greater detail in Mr. Kimball's paper and the subsequent dis-

cussion.

He goes further to show that the improvement of education as the social institu-

tion which prepares people for work and many other aspects of adult life in our

complex and rapidly changing society, is not simply a matter of a changed and

more flexible organization, but includes fundamental changes in the curriculum and

methods of education. Mr. Kimball believes that schools for today's and tomorrow's

world must emphasize cognitive development, and that " . . the important intel-

lectual quality, then, is the capacity to recognize and solve problems, and this is

what the thrust of deliberate education ought to be about. Those that argue that

this is what the schools now do had better look again." (Pp. 23-24, Kimball's

paper).
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Mr. Kimball suggested organization of the public schools more Lou the corporate

patteru of the nniversity, which has more flexibility and more adaptability to

rapid change than the hierarchical form of organization used by most school systems,

At this point the seminar came up to one of the areas where social science may make

neeif-r4Usit4etirs rep ekAttnnt4....rt 41.1, 4hea cat- :.re A e2takestftim#.4a1 jnslts # Ifte.m

ideas and concepts has been developed about the management of complex organizations.

This new field is sometimes called administrative science, but it also includes

ideas from organizational sociology and techniques from systems analysis. This re-

search is concerned with the way in which large scale organizations function, haw

they establish their goals, evaluate progress, and provide for communication. The

research emphasizes the systematic relation of one aspect of the organization to

others; for example, the progress of crrriculu. im?rovement may depend on the type

o2 interpersonal relations that exist between teachers and pupi!er which in turn is

linked to the patterns of supervisory authority used by principals, superintendents,

and the school board. The seminar did not discuss these new social science concepts

of organization and 'management, but made it clear that the traditional community-

centered simple organization of the schools is inadequate in our large and medium-

sized urban areas, and that the organizational adaptations that school systems

have made and are making are often inadequate.

During the next decade nearly all school systems will have to develop new organi-

zational forms to deal with the new programs being thrust upon them by a society

that is changing more rapidly and expecting more of the schools. This is manifest

most clearly in the increasing number of federal programs which call on the schools

for new and different kinds of education, but federal programs are merely symptoms

of the general changes in society outlined by Mr. Kimball. Knowledge about new

concepts of organization a'id management can be very useful to the schools as they

respond to these pressures for change.

Mr. Strodtbeck's paper dealt with the problems of inadequate social interactions

of the dependent members of the lower class. It provided a specific illustration
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of the probleme that face the schools and other social institutions that attempt to

educate children from inadequate family backgrounds so that they can participate

effectively in the more specialize4 and complex urban world. The inadequacies of

schools in slum areas have received a great deal of public attent on in the last

sew yeasne While 1.1-e, Strodtbeck may appear to be ceaiing with noueschooi problems*

when he describes the fragmentation of family kinship ties, the inadequacies of

social interaction, and the general sense of threat that pervades the lives of the

dependent poor who live in the slums of our large cities, he is describing a set of

basic conditions which explain a substantial ?art of the schools' failutes in attempt-

ing to educate the children from these backgrounds.

The fragmented, threatened, and impoverished families described by Mr. Strodtbeck

present special problems, and most school programs are based on a set of assump-

tions about pupils which do not fit youth from these families. The seminar discus-

sion was concerned with the ways in which the schools could reach these youth, and

in the kinds of adeptivencss the schools need to establish contacts with children,

with dropouts, and with their parents. A large number of school-related programs

have been launched in the last three or four years to help the urban poor and the

culturally deprived. Research has been launched, too, and will provide more guid-

ance in the future design of similar programs.

The seminar did not attempt to discuss the recent research on education of the

culturally deprived in detail, nor to suggest specific approaches to new educa-

tional programs for these youth. The seminar did make clear what is probably ob .

vious to most readers, that a great deal of the educator's attention in the next

decade will be concentrated on the problems of educating those groups who have had

least access to, and benefit from, education as it has operated in the past. Social

science research will be helpful both in suggesting the necessary conditions for

more effective educational programs for the disadvantaged, and in (valuating pro-

grams which are established. The research of W. Strodtheck and other social

scientists has a great deal of potential value for educators who are going to be
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developing programa for the culturally deprived.

Another useful group of ideas was presented by Mr. Coim, who discussed the effects

of technological change on the economy and society. He pointed out that economic

planning by the government to promote full employment ai.t.! economic growth is now

widely accepted in America. Recent successes in stimulating economic growth by

tax (uts and by manipulation of interest rates have led to even greater acceptance

of the desirability and necessity of certain kinds of government intervention in

economic affairs.

At the same time, economists have become aware of the importance of education to

economic growth. Classical economic theory held that land, labor, and capital

were the three components of production and would determine the level of economic

output. Mr. Correa, vho presented a paper on the economic value of education to

the seminar, is one of a number of economists who have shown that there has been

a great deal of economic growth that cannot be explained by changes in the three

basic factors of production. This extra economic growth may be caused by a number

of Influences including technologically useful discoveries, a higher level of skill

and education in the labor force, organizational efficiencies, and other factors.

A number of economists have given emphasis to the education of the population as

one of the important explanations of this extra economic growth. (For a good re-

view of the new way in which education is viewed by economists, see Mary Jean

Bowman, 'The Human Investment Revolution in Economic Thought," Essiolagl of Ed!,ca-

tion, Vol. 39, (Spring 1966), pp. 111-137). The logical extension of the economists

new view of education as a vital factor in economic growth is the inclusion of edu-

cation as one aspect of economic planning. Governments in the United States have

engaged in a limited amount of educational planning in the past, but most of it has

been done at the state and local levels and has been concerned more with planning

for more pupils, rather than being concerned with the kind of education needed to

achieve greater economic growth. In recent years, and primarily at the federal

level, educational planning has been more oriented around economic and social prob-

lems.
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Mr. Ross' disc:Jssion of the histcxy of the government's commitment to insure a

f _ail eploynent sconomy firovides a good example of the new view o3'. the government's

role in the economy. It also shows how educational programs have become part of

the government's efforts to decrease unemployment. Most of the recent debate about

the government's role in promoting employment has not been concerned with whether

or not the government had a role in promoting full employment, but with what the

government should do.

Mr. Ross descril,es the two main views about the way to deal with problems of unem-

ployment: The. structuralist viewpoint and advocates of aggregate demand. The

structuralists concentrate attention on making the labor market operate more

effectively by improving information services, job retraining programs, education

in basic skills for the under-employed, and similar approaches. The aggregate

demand theorists believe that the major way to prevent unemployment is to increase

the level of economic activity. In times of war, unemployment drops to very low

levels, and even people with margi_..1 skills enter the labor market. Therefore,

the government ought to promote a high lewd of employment by controlling taxes,

interest rates, and even by allowing a small amount of inflation, which may be

necessary to keep the economy moving.

Mr. Ross pointed out that these two strategies were not inconsistent and that the

government had actually supported worker-training programs, job market information

services, and other activities designed to make the labor market function better,

and at the same time had decreased taxes, made capital investment more attractive,

and used fiscal and tax poticy to stimulate the economy.

Even whe ;employment drops below 4 percent, as at present, there are important

groups in the population that have much higher rates of unemployment. Negroes,

teenagers, and persons with little formal education Are examples of groups with

high rates of unemployment. Mr. Ross pointed out that many other countries did

n't have the teenage unemployment problem that eAsts in the United States, The

discontinuity between school and work in this country probably reflects the
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primary orientation of our secondary schools to college preparation. For the stu-

dent not headed for an academic collegiate program, the schools do much less than

they could to relate school to work. Combination work and study programs which have

had a limited development in secondary schools and colleges of the United States may

offer a much better way of smoothing'the transition from school ro work, 'and re-

ducing teenage unemployment and delinquency.

As the federal government increases its contribution to and concern with education,

the problems of planning and coordination among the variouo sources of support for

education will become more complex. As education is more often viewed as a "solu-

tion" to economic and social problems like delinquency and teenage unemployment, the

public and legislators may expect results at a more rapid r,ce than education can

respond. A bigger investment in more sophisticated planning, and a bigger invest-

ment in educational research will both be needed if our educational institutions

are to deliver on the new expectations that are being generated by economic and

sczial planning.

11118 main emphasis of Mr. Colm's seminar presentation was on the effects of technol-

ogical change on the economy, and technology's effect on the changing requirements

for educated workers. Although he sees the impact of technology as evolutionary

rather than revolutionary, over the nest twenty years the changes in the economy

will increase the size of the occupations requiring advanced levels of education,

and at the same time will result in smaller requirements for persons who have less

than a high school degree. Since these changes in educational requirements are con-

tinuations of trends that have existed for some time, it is reasonable to believe

that economic projections indicating future levels of employment and economic costs

could be developed on the basis of cast trends in the economy and society. Mr. Colm's

colleague, Mr. Lecht, has been preparing a set of economic and manpower projections

which, in addition to taking account of past trends, relate projections of the future

economy to national goals. These goals, iu education, transportation, slum clear-

ance, and about a dozen other areas of national life, were recommended by a committee
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of distinguished citizens appointed by President Eisenhower.

Mr. Lecht has been translating these goals into dollar costs, and then into man-

power requirements. His study provides a very comprehensive and general estimate

of what will be needed by educational institutioaLl In the way of dollars and

norannnol in tha nayt daeadai and avan mnra impnrfant, what enciate 40 141rnlv to

request by way of educated manpower from the schools and colleges of the

nation.

The estimated costs of achieving the national goals seem likely to be 10-15 per

cent more than the economic growth that can be anticipated by a full employment

economy by 1975. Therefore, some choices will have to be made about which goals

to emphasize. Even if the economy would permit achievement of all the goals,

there might be manpower shortages which would prevent the achievement of some of

the goals. For example, the number of doctors who will be trained between now and

19/5 will probably be inadequate to meet the health goals, regardless of the number

of dollars expended. A big increase in higher education will be required to meet

the manpower requirements of these national goals. The number of graduates needed

to achieve the goals implies a college enrollment of 9k million by 1975, which is

about 800,000 higher than the most recent projections of the Office of Education,

and about: 400,000 more than the highest projections of the Census Bureau. If

enrollment falls below the 9k million level, the output of graduates probably will

be inadequate to achieve all the goals by 1975. Shortages of educated manpower

will also require some choice among goals, although Mr. Lecht's figures suggest

that the educational system will come closer to providing the educated manpower to

achieve the goals than the economy will come to providing the necessary dollars,

although for some goals (health, for exat,:le) manpower shortages may be thel: princi-

pal limitation to achieving the goal.

The type of study being made by Mr. Lecht provides a very broad and general indica-

tion of educational requirements that arise from the needs of the economy. As is

the case with projections of this type, they are potential needs which may or may
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not be translated into actual demand for graduates in future years. As the occupa-

tional needs for a full erTloyment economy in the future are projected in greater

detail, they will provide a range of demand estimates which should provide valuable

information needed to plan the expansion of education so that the needed number of

of *11 t
ugraduate wiLL e avalLaule.

The analysis of the economy made by Mr. Lecht indicates the general need for edu-
1

cated persons as the economy evolves. This provides valuable background informa-

tion for educators. Much greater specificity than was possible in a study of this

type is needed to guide the planning of individual schools and colleges. Which

types of educational expansion should have the greatest priority? Are there likely

to be surpluses in some fields even though there are shortages in others? Can

anticipated national needs and supplies be used by local groups to plan institu-

tional expansion? How can educators best deal with the margin of uncertainty in

all projections? These are some of the questions which must be answered as edu-

cators try to decide how they can use the results of studies like the interesting

and important work of Mr. Lecht and the National Planning Association.

Mr Lcht's paper was not the only one that dealt with national problems and trends

and implicitly raised questions about the relation of this information to local

schools. All of the seminar presentations except Mr. Srodtbeck's focused on

general trends and problems which may seem remote from local school probl ms and

issues. How will concerted local action be generated in hundreds of separate

communities to deal with national problems? Should there be more national educa-

tional policies to guide local action, or will our historic dependence on local

policies without federal initiative be adequate to deal with these complex national

economic and social problems? While the seminar did not try to resolve the questions

of the need for a more central federal role in formulating national. educational pol-

icies, it is a question that arises when yo',1 begin to think about the way in which

education can contribute to problems of economic growth, full employment and

achievement of national goals.
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In the economic.. sphere there is an analogy. There ale thousands of private corpora-

tions and businesses responsible for their own affairs, but regulated in some ways

by the government, and influemzed by the government's fiscal and tax policies. As

several of the seminar participants indicated, we have a more active federal role

in formulating policies to assure full employment and economic growth. While these

policies limit the freedom of private companies in some ways, if successful they

will create the kind of economic growth which will make private enterprise

flourish.

Although the situation is changing, national policies in education are less devel-

oped than national economic policies. It seems unlikely that thousands of local

school systems can act together in the absence of federal policies to deal with

problems of economic growth, teenage unemployment, and other problems where an

educational contribution is needed. It is virtually certain that more national

educational policies will be developed to assure that eduction makes a contribu-

tion to economic and social problems. In their absence, local action is likely to

be fragmentary, and often ineffectual. The consequences of Americans' strong be-

lief in the power of education to solve national problems, and the continuing con-

cern with economic and social issues, makes it virtually certain that the federal

government will develop more national educational pc4icies.

What form will federal elucational policies take? Will they stimulate local

initiative and local planning to deal with educational issues? Or, will the ini-

tiative for implementing policies be retained at the federal level with local

schools and colleges responding to federal initiative? There is a strong and wide-

spread belief in the value of local initiative in education, and it seems likely

that the implementation of federal policies will place heavy reliance on local ini-

tiative as long as that approach works. In situations where it doesn't work, the

federal government is likely to assume more of the responsibility for policy imple-

mentation. School desegregation is an example. Mien local initiative produced

little progress in desegregation, the federal government assumed a more active role.
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It seems likely that th,s pattern will be repeated in the future; if schools don't

develop more effective programs for the culturally deprived children on their own

initiative, they will find that the federal government may turn to industry and

other groups for help, and may develop more specific progras; requirements to assure

that the funds distributed to local schools are used effectively.

In a recent speech, Lyle Spencer, president of Science Research Associates, remarked:

"I have observed that new approaches to education for a changing world do not come

easily to the mammoth establishment of our mid dle- class - dominated educational world.

The pressure for change usually comes from somewhere out in left field, and the loca-

tion of left field keeps changing. Right now left field is the war on poverty. The

so-called culturally deprived child sits in the eye of a hurricane that is ihaVing

the foundations of education." (Rer_lated in the £nerican Council Ga Education

Newsletter Iigher Education and National Affairs, XV, No. 4, July 21, 1966).

The key to the kind of national programs that are developed probably depends to a

large degree on the adaptiveness of local schools and their readiness to accept the

initiative in planning and developing new programs to implement national policy

objectives. For most school systems this will mean a greater sensitivity to social

and economic issues than they have had in the past, and d greater capacity for self-

examination and self-improvement.

The improvement of the quality of education is likely to emerge as one of the key

issues in maximizing the contribution of education to economic growth. The argu-

ment is that for maximum economic growth, we must have maximum development of our

human resources, and the schools must improve their programs to bring this about.

National policies to promote improved quality of education are likely to become a

key issue in the next decade. Difficult questions like What are valid measures of

educational quality? and Who should -ssess quality? and What should be done about

low quality schools? are sure to arise, and resolution of them is likely to strain

the relationships between federal government and local communities.

The seminar participants did not discuss these implicaLions of social and economic
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changes for schools in detail, but they touched on these issues a number of times.

The future evolution of federal-local relations in education is a complex matter

which cannot be predicted very accurately, but these relations will have a great

deal to do with shaping the future impact of social and economic changes on the

schools.

Only a few of the social and economic changes described in the seminar papers and

discussion have been included in this summary. The seminar presentations underline

the fact that change in the society will have a major influence on the future of

education in the United States. One way that educators can prepare to deal with

these influences is to inform themselves about current trends and problems, and,

hopefully, this volume will make some contribution to this increased under-

standing.

A general knowledge and awareness of socio-economic problems and issues is impor-

tant, but it is not enough. It is quite clear that the pace of change in society

is so rapid that educational institutions, school systems, and state and regional

educational agencies must be prepared to respond more rapidly, and must use a much

wider range of information in their program planning than ever before.

Economic planning is based on an eloborate set of statistical indicators, -,:nd while

the seminar papers did not get into technical aspects of input-output analysis, or

of the system of national economic accounts, there is a technical information base

essential for the success of the government's economic planning and its interven-

tion in economic affairs,

As compared with the value of economic statistics for economic planning, the

educational statistics and information now available provide a much less detailed

and useful information base for educational planning. Educators have also made

much less progress than businessmen or economists in application of the informa-

tion they do have to planning and management of schools and colleges.

It is not a question of whether education is going to be run as a business or not;

education is not a business and one of the major differences is that the teaching
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and learning process is more complex than the processes that most businesses have

to deal with. The real issue is whether educators can develop and adopt new plan-

ning and management systems that are adequate for the complex tasks that face

education.

At the present time most colleges and school systems are not well organized to

apply new ideas and concepts from educational research, economic research, or social

psychological research. Concern about the slow rate at which new ideas are adopted

in education has been expressed by the federal government, which is providing funds

to establish a network of regional educational laboratories. One of the main func-

tions of the laboratories will be the dissemination of new educational ideas and

provision of support for their introduction into education. It is too early to tell

how well these new organizations will work, but if they are to be of maximum utility,

changes will be required in the way that many school systems plan and operate.

For example, the development of a auceessful new work study program to reduce teen-

age unemployment, and get at one of the underlying causes of delinquency, presents

a big challenge to the planning capabilities of many school systems. Even though

there are successful models of s'ich programs in some parts of the country, the

application of the idea may be difficult in the local setting. The school system

may lack adequate information on the kinds of work programs that will fit the local

and regional job market, and they may not understand the kinds of resistances that

students and teachers may have to this kind of innovation. How do you motivate the

students who need such a program to enter it? Which teachers will be most effective

with this type program? How much will it cost, and are there substantial hidden

costs? Complex management decisions are necessary, and even where findings from

previous research and facts about various aspects of the new program are available

(and they often are missing) they may not be used very effectively. In general,

educational institutions are undermanaged and underplanned, and until some change

in this basic condition occurs, regional laboratories or other new types of organi-

zation are not likely to have their maximum impact.
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The seminar presentations make it very clear that social change in America is

accelerating and that the schools have an important part in maintaining a strong

economy and in helping to deal with a wide variety of social problems. Ideas and

concepts tom the social sciences will be increasingly important for educators in

tomorrow's schools, and the effective administrator must understand some economics,

sociology, political science, anthropology, and psychology, as well as educational

philosophy, curriculum development, and the politics of his school board members.

It will not be enough for the educational administrator to have a general knowledge

of the social sciences; he must be a part of a planning and management process

that is prepared to apply both ideas and complex techniques from the social sciences

to prsctical problems.

Many educators would prefer the good old days when educational problems were simple,

localized, and could be solved by face to face conversations among a few people.

But the seminar papers illustrate the complexities of the modern world and the need

for new methods of educational planning. Some educators will feel that new manage-

ment procedures threaten their independence and visualize the computer replacing

the principal or superintendent. These new approaches when properly used will in-

crease the educational administrator's scope of action and control over educational

processes. In their absence, the educational administrator may soon find that he

is like the farmer 'ithout a tractor; he's ;till in control of his mule, but he may

have lost control of his farm.

Recommendations

It is the recommendation of the project director that a series of follow-up sym-

posia be held in order to build knowledge upon the base provided by the first

attempts to examine the interrelationships among occupational education, manpower,

and economic change in the United States. Specifically, it is recommended that

the next symposi_um deal with educational planning and that it be held in the Fall

of 1967.

A proposal for the recommended symposium will be prepared and submitted to the U.S.

Office within the next nine months.
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Problem

The specific problems under attack in this project are as follows:

1. There is need to focus directly upon the community of educational research

and practice and, within this community, to develop an awareress of the

problems of occupational education, manpower, and economic growth.

2. There is need to redefine the field of occupational education. This change

in definition is necessarily a broadened one.

3. There is need to deal with the general problems of strategy and priority

in considering questions of education, manpower, economic change and the

relationships among these questions.

Objectives

The objectives of the symposium as a developmental project were as follows:

1. To establish a competent forum for presenting issues and for provoking

inquiry on problems of occupational research as these relate to educa-

tion, manpower, and economic change.

2. To examine the conceptual framework of fields of inquiry which may con-

tribute jointly and simultaneously to research problems involving educa-

tion, manpower, and economic change.

3. To identify specific problems which are barriers to translating knowledge

into behavior in occupational education and manpower programs and in

educational programs designed to accelerate economic growth.

4. To focus interest on an important educational problem and to invite the

attention of educational researchers and educational practitioners to this

problem.

5. To prompt research projects and action programs in the various colleges

and universities and metropolitan areas in which Phi Delta Kappa has

local chapters.
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Method

The project relied on a symposium and it involved a unique pattern of symposium

organization. It was built upon a set of procedures already developed by Phi Delta

Kappa as an unusual success mechanism for the accomplishment of similar objectives.

In brief, the pattern involved the following steps: The acceptance of a general

topical emphasis by the legislative body of the organization; the symposium topic

was accepted as an area of program action of local chapters; the selection of.a

competent advisory committee and general chairman; the development by the advisory

committee of a detailed plan for the symposium; the selection of participants and

discussants; a planning session for speakers to assure adequate integration cf the

symposium presentation; the exchange of seminar papers among the participants and

discussants; the holding of the symposium; evaluation.

Results

Tice participants and the discussants in the symposium were scholars in anthropology,

economics, education, government, and sociology. The authors of the major papers

consider new strategies and inquiry into many complex and unanswered questions re-

States.

Concurrent to the preparation for the symposium, the advisory committee was pre-

broader understanding of the total research of the related fields under considera-

paring The Economics of American Education--A Bibliography. No such complete study

discus-

sions will provoke members of the academic community and leaders in other fields to

out cost, to appropriate educators.

lated to occupational education, manpower, and economic chart: 4 the United

tool exists anywhere in the literature today. The bibliography 10411 provide a

lion. It is approximately 64 pages in length and will be widely distributed, with-

and other participants exemplify two fundamental tequirements for the successful

interchange of ideas. One is to present and interpret knowledge gained from

different sets of intellectual processes of inquiry as represented in various disci-

plines. The other is to point out limits of knowledge. It is felt that the discus-
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Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations

This section of the report is best described as a selective summary of the conference

proceedings oriented around two questions: First, what ideas from sociology, anthro-

pology, and economics were presented to the symposium and what did they tell us about

the social forces that will effect education in the next decade? Second, how can

these ideas be aged by educators and others to plan needed changes in education?

One set of ideas which has great pertinence for education was presented by Mr. Solon

Kimball. He showed how the increasing urbanization, secularization, and specializa-:_

tion of work have effected individual values in culture in American mass society and

at the same time having increased the importance in education as a bridge between

the private world of family and the mass society of work and politics. He goes fur-

ther to show that fundamental changes in the curriculum and methods of education

must be made, if the educational institution, as a social institution, is to prepare

people for work in many other aspects of adult life in our complex and rapidly chang-

ing society. Mr. Kimball suggested organization of the public schools more on the

corporate pattern of the university which has more flexibility and more adaptability

to rapid elange than to the hierarchical form of organization used by most school

systems.

Mr. Fred St,citbeck's paper, dealt with the problems of inadequate social interactions

of the dependent members of the lower class. It provided a specific illustration

of the problems that face the schools aad other social iLstitutiorz dirt attempt to

educate children fro inadequate fAmily b6ckgrounds so thlt they can participate

effectively in a more specialized add complex urban world. The inadequacies of

schools in slum areas have received a great deal of public attention in the last

two years. While Mr. Strodtbeck may appear to be dealing with non-school problems

when he describes the fragmentation of family kinship ties, the inadequacies of

social interaction, and the general sense of threat that pervades the lives of the

dependent poor who live in the slums in large cities, he is describing a set

of basic conditions which explain a substantial part of the school's failure in
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attempting to educate the children from these backgrounds. The seminar discussion

was concerned with the ways in which the schools could reach these youth and in the

kinds of adaptiveness the schools need to establish contacts with children, with

dropouts, and with their parents. The research of Mr. Strodtbeck and other social

scientists has a great deal potential value for educators who are going to be

developing programs for the culturally deprived.

Another useful group of ideas were presented by 14r. Colm who discussed the effects

of technological change of the economy of society. He pointed out that economic

planning by the government to promote full employment in economic growth is now

widely accepted in America. At the same time, economists have become aware of the

importance of education to economic growth.

Mr. Hector Correa presented a paper to the seminar on the economic value of educa-

tion. He is one of a number of economists who have shown that there has been a

great deal of economic growth that cannot be explained by changes in the three

basic factors of production--land, labor, and capital. This extra economic growth

may be caused by a number of influences including technological useful discoveries,

a higher level of skilled education in labor force, organizational efficiency, and

other factors.

Mr. Arthur Ross' discussion of the history of the government's commitment to in-

sure a full employment of economy provides a good example of the new view of the

government's role in the economy. It also shows how educational programs have be-

come a part of the government's efforts to decrease unemployment. As the federAl

government increases its contribution to and concern with education, the problems

of planning and coordination among the various sources of support for education will

become more complex. As education is more often viewed as a solution to economic

and social problems like delinquency in teenage unemployment, the public and legis-

lators may expect results at a more rapid rate than education can respond. A

bigger investment and more sophisticated planning and a bigger investment In edu-

cational research will both be needed if our educational institutions are to deliv-

er on the new expectations that are being generated by economic and social planning.
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generated by economic and social planning.

The main emnllasis of Mr. Gerhard Cam's seminar presentation was on the effects of

technolegical ehange czt the ecoAemy and technology's effect on the requirements for

educated e7orkera. Although he sees the impact of technology as evolutionary rather

an revolutionary over the next 20 years, the changes in the economy will increase

the size of the occupations requiring advance levels of education any' at the same

time will result in smaller requirements for persons who have less than a high

school degree° Since these changes in educational requirements are continuations

of trends that have existed for some time, it is reasonable to believe that economic

projedEfts indicating future levels on employment and economic costs could be de-

veloped on the basis of past trends in the economy and society.

Mr. Colm's colleague, Mr. Leonard Lecht, has been preparing a set of economic and

manpower projections which in addition to taking account of past trends relate

projections of the future economy to national goals. These goals in education,

transportation, slum clearance, and about a dozen other areas in ziational life are

recommended by a committee of distinguished citizens appointed by President

Eisenhower. Mr. Lecht has been translating these goals into dollar costs and then

into manpower requirements. His study provides a very comprehensive and general

estimate of what will be needed by educational institurions in the ways of dollars

and personnel in the next decade, and even more important, what society is likely

to request by way of educated manpower from schools and colleges of the nation. As

is the case with projections of this type, there are potential needs which may or

may not be translated into actual demand for graduates in future years. As occu-

pational needs for a full employment economy in the future are projected in greater

detail, they will provide a range of demand estimates which should provide valuable

information to plan the expansion of education so that the needed number of each

kind of graduate will be available. Most of the papers dealt ulth national problems

and trends and implicitly raised questions about the relation of this information

to local schools. How will concerted local action be generated in hundreds of
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separate communities to deal with national problems? Should there be more national

educational policies to guide local action, or will our historic dependence on local

policies withollt federal initiative be adequate to deal with these complex national,

economic, and social problems? While the seminar did not try to resolve the ques-

tions of the need for more central federal role in formulating national educational

policies, it is a question that arises when you begin to think about the way in

which education can contribute to problems of economic growth for employment and

achievement of national goals. Although the situation is changing, national poli-

cies in education are less developed than national economic policies. What form

will federal educational policies take? Will they stimulate local initiative in

local planning to deal with educational issues? Or, will the initiative for imple-

menting policies be retained at the federal level with local schools and colleges

responding to federal initiative?

The seminar papers illustrate the complexities of the modern world in a need for

new methods of educational planning. Some educators will feel that new management

procedures threaten their independence and visualize the computer replacing the

principal or superintendent. These new approaches when properly used will increase

the educational administrator's scope of action in control of educational processes.

In their absence the educational administrator may soon find that he is like tue

farmer without a tractor--he is still in control of his mule but he may have lost

control of his farm.

Recommendations

it is the recommendation of the advisory committee that a series of follow-up sym-

posia be held in order to build knowledge upon the base provided by this first

attempt to examine the interrelationships among occupational education, manpower,

and economic change in the United States. Specifically, it is recommended that

the next symposium deal with educational planning and that it be held in the fall

of 1967.


